COMPLETE STORE INFORMATION
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
osf.digital

PAVE THE WAY TO THE CLOSEST STORE!
Store LOCATOR is a cartridge designed to provide enhanced
store locator functionality for Salesforce Commerce Cloud.
This SFRA compatible product enables customers to view a
map containing detailed information on nearby stores and
the distance from their location to the closest store.
Shoppers will be able to visualize the distance to your store(s)
based on their current location, identiﬁed using their
browser location. If shoppers don’t provide their
permission for their browser location to be used, the
approximate location will be determined using the
Geolocation service provided by Salesforce
Commerce Cloud. A search box is available for
shoppers to use to search for an address with
the distance being displayed based on the
ﬁnal result.

PLATFORM: Salesforce Commerce Cloud
CONTACT: contact@osf.digital
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A Connected Commerce and Digital Transformation Company
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FEATURES & BENEFITS
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COMPATIBLE
DETECT
LOCATION
SEARCH
BOX
MANAGE STORES
STORE CARDS

Sore LOCATOR is compatible with SFRA, Salesforce Commerce
Cloud’s new customization model and blueprint for site design.

Provide relevant details about the nearest stores by detecting
a customer’s whereabouts using their browser or Geolocation
in case the customer doesn’t provide access to their location.
Allow shoppers to search for stores near a location different
than their current location.
Add and change the store’s name, opening hours, address,
coordinates and contact data directly in Business Manager or
using the Google My Business integration.
Display cards containing store information and distances
provided by Google Maps Distance Matrix API which is used to
calculate the distance between the customer’s location and the
stores, sorted by the distance from the current address
(detected or searched).

CUSTOMIZATION

Customize store information cards, path colors and shapes
according to your brand identity.

MANAGE EVENTS

Detect and manage present and future events directly in
Business Manager. Allow your customers to subscribe to an
event and receive an email notiﬁcation before the day of the
event or print out related information.

VIEW OPTIONS

Implement a variety of different views including a full-screen
map with information on top, a view presenting 50% of a map
and 50% information, among other viewing options.

REQUEST A LIVE DEMO

Let’s keep in touch!
+1 (888) 548-4344
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